
 

 

Choice fragments from the gargantuan labours of the world´s scientific communities are 

increasingly finding their way into divulgatory accounts of the universe, molecules and minds. But 

there exists an underlying, rarely explicit puzzlement about the ways in which scientific accounts 

of life processes relate to human experience. Given the prevalent description of the human mind 

as the ´last frontier´ of scientific enquiry, the need to examine this question is real enough, and its 

perplexing nature might explain, too, the renewed popularity of philosophy. 

The subtitle of Kenan Malik´s new book, ´What Science Can And Cannot Tell Us About Human 

Nature´, does seem a key entry-point into the matter of epistemology. Yet, while the conceptual 

analysis of our claims to knowing the world and ourselves is necessary to understanding how we 

can envisage science today, concepts of scientific explanation cannot be divorced from their 

historical genesis and cultural context. Without the awareness that our preoccupations preexist 

the present in a significant, not just an interesting way, a properly ´humanistic´ account of current 

issues is beyond grasp. 

Malik offers such a perspective. But he is no dispassionate guide: his premise is that a 

disillusionment with our own humanity has led to a persistent abuse of the claims of science to 

understand what we are made of. We now need science to ´explain our place in the natural order 

and absolve us of responsibility for our own destiny´. Our social pessimism justifies an objectified, 

mechanistic picture of ourselves - as beasts or zombies. We no longer have the humanists´ moral 

imagination to resurrect the free-willed human subject. ´The dignity of man´, he writes early on, 

referring to Pico della Mirandola´s 1486 oration of that title: ´How those words freeze on our lips 

today. These are knowing, anti-heroic times and it is difficult to read Pico´s oration except as self-

mockery´. 

The claim might seem excessive. But whether one agrees or not, in order to shore it up he has 

woven a complex, formidably informed story which badly needed to be told in this way. It succeeds 

in explaining why it is that ´the tension between scientific mechanism and human exceptionalism 

has remained unresolved to this day´, and that we seem to be stuck with a ´reluctance to balance 

a vision of Man as a natural being´, notably bequeathed to us by Darwin, ´with an understanding 

of him as a conscious agent´. It is a sweeping, highly illuminating journey through the various 

shifts in the relation between notions of nature and notions of human nature, which traces our 

current misunderstanding of this relationship to the ideologically, politically and socially inflected 

history of scientific understanding itself. 

Problems first began to appear, as Malik explains, with the very birth of modern science, in the 

seventeenth century. The implication of envisioning nature as an inert mechanism, breaking with 

the Aristotelian, life-infused organism prevailing until then, was that the body, too, was now best 

understood as a machine. It made sense, in that context, for a Descartes to split apart body and 

mind. Rushing somewhat through the complexities of the period, Malik describes the birth of a 

new human subject, separate from nature and from its own body, endowed with an immaterial, 

immortal, rational soul, whose knowledge of the world was guaranteed by the cogito´s reliance 

on God´s veracity. This self-conscious, idea-generating rational soul remained unique to humans. 

But once the realization that nature functioned according to discoverable laws made possible its 



exploration, humans began to lose their exceptional status in the natural realm. This loss is 

precisely what Malik laments. 

His point is to read the story of this modern disenchantment into the very development of the great 

episodes in nineteenth- and twentieth-century biology, which he recounts in a good deal of detail. 

Evolutionary theories - evidently a central theme - were the indirect progeny of Enlightenment 

notions of progress, itself the precursor to the idealist and Romantic conception of Nature as an 

all-encompassing whole, for which progress was nothing less than ́ the development of Spirit over 

time, transforming nature, Man and society´. Providentialist and teleological beliefs, characteristic 

of early modern natural theology, were revived with Romanticism, when humans were seen as 

´an intrinsic part of nature´ as well as its apogee, and with the birth of a ´materialist science of 

man´. 

Later, with the positivist belief that laws of science could be reconciled with the social order so 

dear to the Victorian age, progress was itself perceived as a law of nature. It was as such a 

positive law, and in analogy with prevailing racialist ideas about social evolution, that Darwin´s 

theory of natural selection as instrument of evolution was initially established, controversial though 

the thesis of natural selection was at first. So, while the ´culture of Victorian society did not decide 

the role of the theory of natural selection in biology´, writes Malik, ´it did shape the character of its 

application to human beings and to human society´. And the influence of culture, including ideas 

about race, on the ways in which we use the natural sciences to think about or define ´human 

nature´ remains as strong now as it was then. 

Darwinism exacerbated the rift between naturalism and humanism. Certainly, it ´expunged 

mysticism, idealism and religion from the science of Man. But it also seemed to undermine the 

specialness of Man.´ The need for teleology - for an explanatory master-plan - kept on resurfacing, 

for example in the positivists Comte and Spencer´s notion of a harmony inherent in evolutionary 

processes, or in Franz Boas´s separation of culture from biology, which resulted in what Malik 

calls a ´Godless form of social theology´. However, by the time, in the 1940s, when Julian Huxley 

named ´Modern Synthesis´ the merging of evolutionary theory and Mendelian genetics, the 

naturalization of human life looked complete. 

Soon, though, battles were waged around the difficulty of establishing the proper place, function 

and goal of a science of man which had trouble with the idea, still tainted after the war with its 

racist associations, that human nature determined human culture. The ´Standard Social Science 

Model´ described the human mind as a general purpose processor, whose characteristics were 

entirely determined by the environment. The UNESCO embraced it, announcing in 1950 that 

human nature was all culture. By the 1970s, sociobiologists like E. O. Wilson and Richard Dawkins 

reacted by explaining human culture in terms of biology and the Modern Synthesis. But partisans 

of sociobiology were now pitted against those who recoiled at its overly ´reductionist´ mould: 

´gene-centric´ theories of natural selection might well be applied to the social life of animals, but 

it was far more controversial to apply them to humans. 

Evolutionary psychology is partly a response to the sociobiologists´ interpretation of behaviour as 

´maximising reproductive fitness´. Cognitive psychology, which grew out of it, infers biological 

structures from behaviour, and understands the human mind in terms of specialised ´modules´, 

the pure products of ancient adaptations. Meanwhile, computers and information theory 

influenced conceptions of the mind, serving as metaphors as well as research tools. The 

modularity thesis seemed applicable to computers; connectivists created ´neural nets´, models of 



the brain´s neural networks. Functionalists understood the brain as a hardware on which ran the 

mind, its software. Daniel Dennett, discussed at length, explained consciousness itself as a 

´parallel, multitrack process of interpretation and elaboration´, but also expelled its irreducibly 

subjective aspect out of the picture. 

Malik gives as learned and clear an account of current theories of human nature and cognition as 

he does of those which preceded them. His sceptical gaze holds them up as mirrors of belief 

systems; past ones become windows onto our present. His own, philosophically informed view, 

contra cultural relativists and mechanical materialists, that we are ´as much a product of our 

historical and cultural development as it is of our biological heritage´, reflects this. Our minds are 

not just the modular products of innate capacities, activated by the natural environment. Our ́ inner 

world´ is created and structured by language, a social, public activity. A mind which only knows 

itself, as in Descartes, or which ´computes everything in isolation´, as in Dennett or Jerry Fodor, 

´is not a human mind´. The mind is not in our heads but ´within a society of other brains, linked 

by language and culture´. As he writes, ́ History, as well as nature, creates the world in our heads´.  

True, it is misleading to ignore human history and creativity when focusing on what we know of 

our biological selves; we are ´both inside nature and outside it´. We do still live by a somewhat 

Cartesian psychology, wondering how to reconcile human subjectivity with a materialist theory of 

mind, humanism with naturalism. Traditional scientific tools, unlike language, might indeed be 

incapable of accounting for consciousness - although humans, Malik forcefully explains, are 

defined by their having a self, the product of self-control, from which arises free will. Yet, while his 

arguments against the pessimistic view of humans as beasts or machines, or of the conscious 

self as a fiction, are powerful ones, he also identifies animals themselves with non-conscious 

zombies, drawing a circle around the specialness of human reason and language. This solution 

bypasses some valuable recent work on animal minds. While it is misguided to rely on a definition 

of humans as beasts with exceptional brains - and of brains in general as computer-like devices 

- there might be a wise way of turning to our evolved, physical, emotional, aporetic selves in order 

to understand reason´s roots. That would be an optimist´s conclusion to this admirable, urgent, 

truly humanist work. 

 


